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CLINICAL STUDY

Cerebral monitoring during carotid endarterectomy using
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ABSTRACT
OBJECTIVE: This study aimed to evaluate the outcomes of carotid endarterectomies (CEA) performed using
transcranial cerebral oximetry as cerebral monitoring
METHODS: This single-center study included patients treated surgically for significant stenosis of the internal
carotid artery (ICA) from January 2012 to December 2017
RESULTS: Of the 654 patients, 267 were asymptomatic, and 387 were symptomatic. Eversion CEA was
performed in 64.8 %, and patched conventional CEA in 35.2 % of all patients. Totally 11.4 % of all patients
had a shunt inserted; all patients with the inserted shunt had the conventional pathed CEA. Severe
postoperative complications occurred in 1.5 % of asymptomatic patients and 2.6 % of symptomatic patients.
The stroke and death ratio in the shunted group was 2.7 %, and in the non-shunted group, 2.1 % (p =
0.7). We found no significant difference in severe postoperative complications between the shunted and
non-shunted group. Further, we found the male gender (p = 0.005), coronary artery disease (p = 0.01),
and ongoing smoking (p = 0.003) to be significantly associated with neurological symptoms of the ICA
stenosis. We also confirmed current tobacco smoking to be significantly associated with the occurrence of
postoperative stroke and death (p = 0.005)
CONCLUSION: We found transcranial cerebral oximetry to be reliable in the determination of shunt insertion
(Tab. 6, Ref. 26). Text in PDF www.elis.sk.
KEY WORDS: carotid endarterectomy, transcranial cerebral oximetry.

Abbreviations: CAD ‒ coronary artery disease, CEA ‒ carotid
endarterectomy, ICA ‒ internal carotid artery, MI ‒ myocardial
infarction, TCD ‒ transcranial Doppler, TCO ‒ transcranial cerebral oximetry, TIA ‒ transient ischemic attack
Introduction
Stroke is the second most common cause of death in developed
countries (1). More than half of stroke survivors stay dependent
on others for some aspect of everyday activities (2). Thus, stroke
is the most frequent reason for an older population‘s disability.
Stroke also imposes an enormous financial burden on the health
system (3). Carotid artery stenosis is a well-established cause of
brain ischemia, accounting for up to 20 % of stroke cases (4, 5).
Carotid endarterectomy (CEA) represents one of the most efficient
preventions of stroke. Recently, carotid endarterectomy has been
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indicated for asymptomatic patients with more than 70 % stenosis
of the internal carotid (ICA) artery and for symptomatic patients
with more than 50 % stenosis of the internal carotid artery (3).
During a carotid endarterectomy, the internal carotid artery
must be clamped, but in the majority of patients, the collateral
brain circulation is sufficient, and they tolerate the carotid crossclamping well. Only about 15 % of the patients have an insufficient
collateral system, and they require inserting a shunt (6). The shunt
is inserted into the common and internal carotid artery and enables
blood supply from the common into the internal carotid artery and
bridges the clamped carotid territory. But the insertion of the shunt
itself can also cause a stroke by dissection of the arterial wall or by
air embolism. Thus, selective placement of a shunt, selective shunting, is the preferred method of shunting among vascular surgeons
(7, 8). In selective shunting, the shunt is placed only in the case
when the blood supply to the brain after carotid cross-clamping
is not sufficient. Carotid endarterectomy is performed mainly in
general anesthesia, so the operating team needs a technique that can
determine impaired brain circulation after carotid cross-clamping
and which indicates a shunt insertion (9). Standard methods for
determination of a shunt insertion are transcranial doppler (TCD)
or somatosensory evoked potentials (5, 10).
TCD needs a temporal bone window in the skull, and about
15% of patients do not have it (11). The other disadvantage of
the transcranial doppler is that it requires the presence of another
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physician in the operating theatre. Somatosensory evoked potentials are not precise
and are modified by general anesthesia (7).
Transcranial cerebral oximetry (TCO), also
termed near-infrared spectroscopy, seems to
be a novel method of brain circulation monitoring during carotid endarterectomy. This
method allows for continuous monitoring
of cerebral hemoglobin oxygen saturation
in frontal lobes using near-infrared light
(12). TCO is easy to interpret and appears
to be reliable in the determination of shunt
insertion (9, 10, 11, 13).

Tab. 1. Basic characteristics of the patients with underlying diseases.

Asymptomatic
Symptomatic
Men
Woman
Diabetes
Hypertension
Coronary artery disease
Pulmonary disease
Currents smoker
Contralateral occlusion

Patients and methods
Patients
The single-center study was performed at the Department of
Vascular Surgery, East Slovak Institute of Cardiovascular Diseases
and Faculty of Medicine, University of Pavol Jozef Safarik, Kosice.
Six hundred fifty-four patients with significant stenosis of the internal carotid artery, who were referred to our department from
January 2012 to December 2017, were involved in the study. Symptomatic patients were defined as patients who had suffered transient
ischemic attack (TIA) or ischemic stroke within the last 180 days,
while asymptomatic patients were defined as those who did not
suffer any TIA or stroke within the previous 180 days. Significant
stenosis of the internal carotid artery was defined as stenosis of
more than 50 % of the lumen in symptomatic patients and more
than 70 % in asymptomatic patients. The degree of the ICA stenosis
was determined using digital subtraction angiography. Contraindications for the operation (exclusion criteria) were: chronic ICA
occlusion, restenosis after carotid endarterectomy, previous neck
operation, previous neck radiotherapy, tracheostomy, palsy of the
recurrent laryngeal nerve, unstable angina pectoris, recent heart
failure, recent myocardial infarction (MI), recent cardiac surgery,
the ejection fraction under 30 %, acute infection. Informed consent
was obtained from all participants in the study. All patients who
met the criteria for carotid endarterectomy but were high-risk for
surgery were reffered for carotid stenting.
Procedure and postoperative course
All patients were operated in general anesthesia. We were
selective shunters, and a shunt was inserted only in the case of
reduced blood supply to the brain. We used transcranial cerebral
oximetry as cerebral monitoring during general anesthesia. The
device INVOS™ 5100 C, Somanetics, Troy, MI, U.S.A., was used
for measurement of cerebral saturation. In all patients the initial
value of brain saturation after introduction into anesthesia, before
carotid cross-clamping was assessed. The second value of cerebral
saturation was measured one minute after carotid-cross clamping.
When the decrease of the cerebral saturation after clamping was
more than 20 %, the Brenner shunt was inserted into the common and internal carotid artery. Eversion or conventional carotid
endarterectomy with a patch were performed baccording to the
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No

%

267
387
412
242
177
608
307
118
98
20

49.8
59.2
63.0
37.0
27.1
93.0
46.9
18.1
15.0
3.1

No
%
asymptomatic patients
267
100%
133
134
67
238
101
42
25
6

49.8
50.2
25.1
89.1
37.8
15.7
9.3
2.2

No
%
symptomatic patients
387
279
108
110
370
206
76
73
14

100
72
27.9
28.4
95.6
53.2
19.6
18.8
3.6

surgeon’s decision. We preferred the eversion carotid endarterectomy. Conventional endarterectomy with a patch was done mainly
in the cases when the shunt insertion was necessary or when the
atherosclerotic process at the ICA was advanced and proceeded
more distally. All patients were prescribed with antiplatelet therapy
postoperatively and were evaluated by an independent neurologist
after the operation. Postoperative stroke, myocardial infarction, and
death were considered as major, severe complications and cranial
nerve injury or postoperative hematoma as minor complications.
Statistical analysis
Results were evaluated using software GraphPad Prism 5.0
(GraphPad Software Inc., La Jolla, CA), we applied chi-square
test. Statistical significance was set according to the p value. p
value 0.05‒0.01=*, 0.01‒0.001=**, < 0.001=***.
Results
A total of 654 (412 men and 242 women) were included in the
study. The mean age of patients was 70.1 ± 6.1 years. Two hundred sixty-seven patients (40.8 %) had asymptomatic ICA stenosis, and three hundred eighty-seven patients (59.2 %) had symptomatic ICA stenosis. Diabetes had 27.1 %, hypertension 93.0 %,
coronary artery disease (CAD), 46.9 %, and chronic pulmonary
disease, 18.1 % of patients. Current smokers were 15.0 %, and
contralateral carotid artery occlusion had 3.1 % of patients. The
basic characteristics of the patients with underlying diseases are
summarized in Table 1.
We used selective shunting, and the shunt was inserted into the
ICA when the decrease of transcranial cerebral saturation after one

Tab. 2. Major and minor postoperative complications in asymptomatic
and symptomatic patients.
Asymptomatic
No (267)
%
Stroke
4
1.5
Death
0
0.0
Myocardial infarction
1
0.4
Stroke + death
4
1.5
Stroke + death +MI
5
1.9
Bleeding
8
3.0
Lesion of cranial nerves
7
2.6

Complications

Symptomatic
No (387)
%
7
1.8
3
0.8
2
0.5
10
2.6
12
3.1
9
2.3
12
3.1
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occurred in twelve patients (3.1 %). Seven
patients (1.8 %) suffered a postoperative
with shunt
without shunt
all
p
significance
stroke, three patients (0.8 %) died, and two
No patients
75
579
654
patients (0.5 %) had a myocardial infarction.
stroke+death (No)
2
12
14
stroke+death (%)
2.70%
2.10%
2.10%
0.7
N/S
Minor postoperative complications were
NS ‒ non-significant
observed in twenty-one patients (5.4 %) in
the cohort of symptomatic patients. Twelve
Tab. 4. Stroke and death ratio according to the type of endarterectomy.
patients (3.1 %) had a postoperative lesion
Conventional CEA
Eversion CEA
All
p
significance
of cranial nerves, and nine patients (2.3 %)
No patients
230
424
654
had surgical revision due to postoperative
stroke + death (No)
6
8
14
bleeding (Tab. 2).
stroke + death (%)
2.6%
1.9%
2.10%
0.5
N/S
We assessed the occurrence of severe
NS ‒ non-significant
postoperative complications as stroke and
death according to shunt placement. In the
Tab. 5. Association between carotid artery symptoms and gender and underlying diseases.
group of patients with inserted shunt, seAsymptomatic
Symptomatic
p
Significance
vere complications occurred in two cases
No
267
387
(2.7 %). In the group without shunt inserted
Men
133
279
0.005
**
Women
134
108
0.0001
***
during carotid endarterectomy, severe comDiabetes
67
110
0.4
N/S
plications occurred in twelve cases (2.1 %).
Hypertension
238
370
0.5
N/S
The difference was not statistically signifiCAD
101
206
0.01
*
cant (p=0.7) (Tab. 3).
Pulmonary disease
42
76
0.3
N/S
The occurrence of postoperative stroke
Current smoker
25
73
0.003
**
Contralteral occlusion
6
14
0.3
N/S
and death was also assessed according to
CAD ‒ coronary artery disease. * p 0.05‒0.01, ** 0.01‒0.001, *** < 0.001
the type of endarterectomy. Patients with
eversion carotid endarterectomy had severe
minute of carotid cross-clamping was 20 % or more. We inserted
complications in eight cases (1.9 %), and patients with convenshunt in totally 75 patients (11.4 %). All patients with implanted
tional patched endarterectomy had a severe complication in six
shunt had patched conventional carotid endarterectomy. Eversion
cases (2.6 %). The difference between both groups was not sigcarotid endarterectomy was performed in 424 cases (64.8 %).
nificant (p=0.5) in Table 4.
Eversion carotid endarterectomy was all the time without a shunt.
We also compared patients with symptomatic stenosis of the
Patched conventional carotid endarterectomy was performed in
internal carotid artery stenosis with asymptomatic carotid artery
230 patients (35.2 %), and in 75 patients using a shunt (11.4 %)
stenosis according to gender and underlying disease using the chiand 155 patients had patched conventional carotid endarterectomy
quadrate test. We found that symptomatic stenosis of the ICA was
without a shunt (23.7 %).
significantly associated with male gender (p=0.005), with CAD
Severe postoperative complications (stroke, death, myocar(p=0.01) and current smoking (p=0.003) ( Table 5.). Other underdial infarction) occurred in five asymptomatic patients (1.9 %).
lying diseases were not significantly associated with neurological
Four patients (1.5 %) had a stroke, and one patient (0.4 %) had
symptoms of ICA.
a myocardial infarction. Minor complications were observed in
We also analyzed postoperative complications and the occurfifteen cases (5.6 %). Totally seven patients (2.6 %) had a postrence of underlying diseases. We found that patients with postoperative transient lesion of cranial nerve and eight patients (3.0
operative stroke and deaths (14 patients) were smokers in eight
%) had postoperative bleeding requiring surgical revision (Tab.
cases (57.1 %) compared to 14.9 % of current smokers in the
2). In symptomatic patients, severe postoperative complications
whole group. The difference was significant with p=0.005. PaTab. 3. Stroke and death ratio according to shunt insertion.

Tab. 6. Characteristics of the patients with postoperative complications.
All patients
Total
Men
Women
Diabetes
Hypertension
CAD
Pulmonary disease
Current smoker

654
412 (63.0%)
242 (37.0%)
177 (27.1%)
608 (92.2%)
307 (46.9%)
118 (18.0%)
98 (14.9%)

Patients with complications
(stroke+death)
14
10 (71.4%)
4 (28.6%)
7 (50.0%)
13 (92.8%)
13 (92.8%)
6 (42.8%)
8 (57.1%)

p
‒
0.929
0,854
0.291
0.847
0.117
0.14
0.005**

Patients with complications
(stroke+death+ MI)
17
12 (70.5%)
5 (29.5%)
8 (47.1%)
15 (88.2%)
16 ( 94.1%)
6 (35.2%)
9 (58.8%)

p
‒
0.916
0.838
0.301
0.975
0.071
0.265
0.004**

MI ‒ myocardial infartion. p * 0.05‒0.01, ** 0.01‒0.001, *** < 0.001
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tients with postoperative stroke, death, and myocardial infarction
(17 patients) were smokers in nine cases (58.8 %) compared with
14.9 % of currents smokers in the whole group. The difference
was also significant with p=0.004. CAD was also more frequent
in the group of patients with postoperative stroke, death, and myocardial infarction, sixteen cases (94.1 %) compared to the 46.9
% of patients with CAD in the whole cohort. The difference was
marginally significant with p=0.07 (Tab. 6).
A comparison of severe postoperative complications in the
group of patients with the symptomatic ICA stenosis and asymptomatic ICA stenosis was performed. The difference in stroke and
death ratio between the symptomatic (2.6 %) and asymptomatic
patients (1.5 %) was not significant (p=0.516). Also, the difference in the postoperative occurrence of stroke, death, and MI in
the group of symptomatic patients (3.1 %) and asymptomatic patients (1.9 %) was not significant (p=0.486).
Discussion
Carotid endarterectomy is an efficient prevention of stroke in
patients with severe stenosis of the internal carotid artery and can
be performed in regional or general anesthesia. About 85 % of patients with the ICA stenosis have sufficient collateral system, and
blood flow is not reduced by carotid cross-clamping (6). The rest
of the patients needs the insertion of a shunt to maintain cerebral
circulation during operation. There are two acceptable possibilities of shunting: routine and selective. By routine shunting, a shunt
is inserted in all cases. The problem is that about 85 % of shunts
are placed unnecessarily. The insertion of the shunt can cause the
stroke itself, mainly by dissecting the distal intima at the ICA or
by embolization during shunt insertion. Selective shunting avoids
unnecessary shunt insertion and seems to be more feasible than
routine shunting (7). But the operating team needs a method for
determining brain ischemia during shunting.
The best monitoring of neurological functions during carotid
cross-clamping seems to be the observation of the patient’s consciousness during regional anesthesia (6, 14). But general anesthesia brings more comfort for the patients and also for the operating
team that is not disturbed by the patient’s movement during surgery.
Studies, as the GALA trial, have compared general and regional
anesthesia, and they did not find any difference in the occurrence
of severe postoperative complications in patients operated in
general and regional anesthesia (15, 16). Also, an extensive metaanalysis of fourteen studies found the rate of severe postoperative
complications in patients operated in regional anesthesia to be 3.2
% and 3.5 % in patients operated in general anesthesia. The difference was not significant. Based on the outcomes of the GALA
trial and also this meta-analysis (15, 16), international societies
consider both general and regional anesthesia to be equivalent (3,
14). The majority of surgeons prefer general anesthesia during
carotid endarterectomy. Hence, more methods to establish brain
ischemia during CEA in general anesthesia were advanced. Standard techniques of cerebral monitoring during general anesthesia
are transcranial doppler (TCD), evoked somatosensory potential,
and stumpf pressure measurement.
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But those methods also have disadvantages. TCD is precise
but needs a temporal bone window for assessing intracranial blood
flow and is absent in about 15 % of patients (17). Other disadvantage of TCD is the necessity of another physician in the operating
theatre to interpret TCD. Somatosensory evoked potentials can be
modified by general anesthesia and are not so precise (18). Measurement of the stumpf pressure is an obsolete technique.
Transcranial cerebral oximetry represents a novel method of
cerebral monitoring during carotid endarterectomy. TCO non-invasively detects saturation of brain tissue using transilluminating
spectroscopy. Electrodes are placed on the patients forehead and
allow continuous monitoring of cerebral hemoglobin oxygen saturation in frontal lobes using near-infrared light (19). This method
started to be used in cardiac surgery in the 1980s (12). TCO is an
easy to interpret technique, and does not require the presence of
another physician at the operating theatre. The operating surgeon
himself can interpret TCO.
Samra et al. published the first study evaluating TCO during
carotid endarterectomy in 2000 (20). He compared TCO and awake
test in patients operated in the cervical block. In 99 patients, he
found that TCO had only 2.6 % false-negative results. It means that
TCO was not able to detect the patient that needed the shunt insertion only in 2.6 %. The authors used a 20 % decrease in cerebral saturation after carotid clamping as cut- off value for shunt placement.
Similarly, Ali et al in 2011 compared TCO, TCD, and the
awake test in 49 patients operated in regional anesthesia, and the
drop in TCO of 20 % or more was used as a cut-off for shunt placement. They found that TCO had 2.0 % of false-negative and 6.0 %
of false-positive results (11). Even better results were published by
Ritter et al in 2011. The authors also compared TCO and the awake
test in 83 patients that were operated in the cervical block and found
0.0 % false-negative, and only 2.6 % of false-positive results (10).
The technique was able to detect all patients who needed the shunt
according to the awake test. They used a 19 % decrease of TCO
after clamping as a criterion for the shunt insertion. Pedrini et al
compared TCO and the stumpf pressure in a more extensive cohort
of 473 patients that were operated in general anesthesia and found
0.0 % of false-negative and only 4.6 % of false-positive results
(9). Pedrini et al. also used a 20 % decrease as a cut-off value for
the shunt insertion; they reported no postoperative stroke or death.
Wang with coworkers in 2019, compared TCD and TCO in 84
patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy in general anesthesia,
the false-positive results and positive were worse, but they used
12.5 % decrease as a cut-off value for inserting (21). However,
the authors reported no postoperative stroke or death in their cohort. Recently, Jonnson et al, in a group of 184 patients operated
in cervical block, found TCO to have excellent specificity and
acceptable sensitivity in predicting brain ischemia during carotid
endarterectomy (13). Only 2.7 % of the patients suffered stroke
postoperatively, and postoperative MI occurred in 1.6 %. Based
on the mentioned studies, we can assume that TCO has almost 0.0
% of false negativity. That means that TCO can determine nearly
all patients that require shunt according to other methods of neuromonitoring. Transcranial cerebral oximetry has false positivity
from 2.6 to 4.6 %, so up to 4.6 % indicates the shunt placement
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unnecessarily (9, 10, 11, 13). Studies using TCO reported the occurrence of postoperative stroke and death by up to 2.7 % (13).
At our department, we used TCO as neuromonitoring during carotid endarterectomy, and we also applied a 20 % decrease
of TCO after carotid clamping as a criterion for shunt insertion.
To our knowledge, our group of 654 patients is the most extent
published study concerning transcranial cerebral oximetry during
carotid endarterectomy. We did not compare TCO with the other
method of neuromonitoring, but statistical evaluation showed that
patients with inserted shunt had postoperative stroke and death in
2.7 %, and in the group of patients without an inserted shunt, the
occurrence of postoperative stroke and mortality was 2.1 %. The
difference was not significant (p=0.7). Both groups of patients,
with the shunt and without the shunt, had the same rate of severe
postoperative complications. These results confirm that TCO is
secure in detecting patients requiring shunt placement. If TCO
did not indicate the shunt placement reliable, the group of patients
without shunt would have more severe postoperative complications
due to unrecognized brain ischemia during carotid cross-clamping.
Furthermore, the occurrence of postoperative stroke and death in
asymptomatic patients, 1.5 %, and 2.6 % in symptomatic patients
confirm the safety of TCO.
There are two possibilities of carotid endarterectomy: conventional and eversion. Eversion endarterectomy is quicker compared
to the conventional, but it is almost impossible to implant a shunt
during this procedure. Conventional is a more feasible option in
case of shunt insertion or when the atherosclerotic process proceeds
further from carotid division. Conventional endarterectomy should
not be performed with direct suture, but only using a patch. The
first study comparing eversion and conventional endarterectomy
was the EVEREST study that found eversion endarterectomy to
be associated with significantly lesser restenosis compared to the
conventional endarterectomy, but those restenoses did not lead to
more neurological complication (22). A meta-analysis of eleven
randomized and non-randomized trials showed the rate of severe
postoperative complications of eversion and conventional patched
endarterectomy without a significant difference (23). Also, recommendations of international societies admit usage of both types
of carotid endarterectomy. But classic endarterectomy should be
used with a patch (3, 14).
In our cohort was the postoperative stroke and death rate in
the group of patients with eversion endarterectomy 1.9 % while
in the group of patched endarterectomy, it was 2.6 % ‒ the difference between that two groups was not significant. We, at our
department, prefer eversion endarterectomy, we have performed
eversion endarterectomy in 64.8 % of all cases in our study. We
reserve conventional only for patients when shunt must be inserted
or when longer part of the ICA is involved in the atherosclerotic
process, then more advanced atherosclerotic lesion can be better
treated by conventional endarterectomy.
We confirmed that patients undergoing carotid endarterectomy
were polymorbid. Diabetes had 27.1 %, hypertension 93.1 %, CAD
46.9 %, pulmonary disease 18.1 % and contralateral carotid occlusion 3.1 % of all patients. Current smoking was present in 15.0
% of patients. We also performed a statistical analysis between

asymptomatic and symptomatic patients regarding gender and
underlying diseases. We found the male gender (p=0.005), CAD
(p=0.01), and smoking (p=0.003) to be significantly associated
with symptomatic ICA stenosis. These results are in line with the
finding of previous studies that the male gender is a risk factor
for stroke (24). Current smokers have a four-time higher risk of
stroke compared to non-smokers (4). We did not confirm other
well-established risk factors for stroke as hypertension or diabetes
(3), probably because of the small number of patients in our study.
The ECST and NASCET trial found female gender, hypertension, contralateral carotid occlusion, and the presence of preoperative neurological symptoms to be associated with significantly
more postoperative complications (3). Bennet with coworkers confirmed contralateral carotid occlusion and presence of neurological symptoms before operations as a risk factor for postoperative
complications (25, 26) and even found other risk factors for postoperative complications as ongoing tobacco smoking, CAD, and
congestive heart failure. In our analysis of 17 patients that suffered
severe postoperative complications, we confirmed current tobacco
smoking to be significantly associated with postoperative stroke
and death (p=0.005), and also with postoperative stroke, death,
and myocardial infarction (p=0.004). We also found CAD to be
marginally associated with the postoperative occurrence of stroke,
death, and myocardial infarction (p=0.07). We did not confirm
significance for other risk factors as female gender, preoperative
neurological symptoms, contralateral occlusion, or hypertension,
probably because of the small number of the group of patients
with severe postoperative complications.
Conclusion
Carotid endarterectomy represents a prevention of stroke in
patients with internal carotid artery stenosis and is indicated in
patients with asymptomatic stenosis over 70 % and in patients
with symptomatic stenosis over 70 %. The rate of severe postoperative complications should not exceed 3 % in asymptomatic
patients and 6 % in symptomatic patients. We perform carotid
endarterectomy in general anesthesia, and we use transcranial cerebral oximetry as neuromonitoring during the surgical procedure.
In our study, we confirmed that the severe complications rate in
patients with inserted shunt was not significantly different from
the severe complications rate in patients without the shunt. Thus,
we found transcranial cerebral oximetry to be reliable in the determination of shunt insertion. We have also confirmed that the
severe complications rate in patients after eversion CEA was not
significantly different from those after conventional patched CEA.
We found male gender, CAD, and ongoing tobacco smoking to be
significantly associated with neurological symptoms of the ICA
stenosis. Statistical analysis showed current smoking to be significantly associated and also CAD to be marginally significantly
associated with the occurrence of postoperative complications.
The presence of severe postoperative complications in 1.5 % of
asymptomatic patients and 2.6 % of symptomatic patients indicates the reliability of transcranial cerebral oximetry in detecting
cerebral ischemia during operation.
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